Introduction {#sec0001}
============

Smart technologies enable a mobile user to apply intelligent sensors and actuators to detect and respond to ambient conditions unobtrusively, and the results of the detection can be transmitted wirelessly to a backend service center [@bib0001]. Today, smart technology applications have become more and more prevalent in mobile health care \[[@bib0002], [@bib0003]\]. For example, Baek et al. [@bib0004] designed a smart diagnostic chair that could measure unconstrained heart rate and blood pressure without the direct contact between embedded instruments and bare skin of the users. According to the survey by Baig and Gholamhosseini [@bib0005], no less than fifty smart health monitoring systems have since been invented at the time of their survey. These smart health monitoring systems automate patient monitoring tasks and facilitate workflow management. A smart surveillance system to detect abnormal motions of a user in emergency situations has been devised by Jung and Chung [@bib0006]. As noted by Natarajan et al. [@bib0007], smart sensors adopted by a mobile health care system could be connected via an Internet of things (IoT), thereby facilitating the aggregation of various information sources to judge the health problem of a user accurately.

Some smart technologies are dedicated to specific groups or situations. For example, an app was designed in Kaewkungwal te al. [@bib0008] to plan the schedule for providing antenatal care (ANC) and expanded program on immunization (EPI) services to mothers and children in an under-served region. Hirata et al. [@bib0009] and Mutiara et al. [@bib0010] equipped a smart cane with proximity sensors to detect the fall of an elderly person. The sudden movement of such an individual or an increasing distance detected between the user of a smart cane and the cane could be interpreted as a possible fall.

Purportedly, three major drivers of mobile health care in today\'s era of digital health transformation include: (a) the high expenditure on health care and the need for disruptive solutions; (b) the rapid and ongoing growth of wireless connectivity; and (c) the need for more precise and individualized health care [@bib0011]. So far, most applications of smart technologies to mobile health care have been intended to improve disease management (such as monitoring the health/disease status, adjusting the medication dosage, and increasing adherence to prescribed medication) and to change health behaviors \[[@bib0003], [@bib0012]\]. For a mobile health care service to be successful, five tasks need to be fulfilled, including allocation concealment, allocation sequence determination, blinding, complete follow-up, and the measurement of effects [@bib0003].

This study aims to identify factors critical to the applicability of a smart technology application to mobile health care. This is an urgent and critical topic for the following reasons. First, the worldwide market for mobile health care is predicted to grow from an estimated 134 billion in 2016 to 280 billion by 2021 [@bib0013]. The market scale is large with numerous opportunities for related industries and companies. Additionally, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and related efforts in the United States are moving health services from fee-for-service (FFS) models to managed care, value-added payment or value-based (VB) models that may be built on smart technology applications [@bib0014]. More recently, advances in cloud computing and big data analytics [@bib0015] have enabled the analysis of massive data collected from mobile users via smart technologies in real time. With use of earlier technological applications quickly becoming obsolete, this is a critical step to achieve more precise recommendations for individualized care services.

This study also compares the relative importance levels of the identified critical factors. To this end, the fuzzy geometric mean-fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FGM-FAHP) approach is proposed. The FGM-FAHP approach aggregates multiple experts' judgments on the relative importance levels of critical factors and derives the weight for each. These weights provide valuable information to manage activities on the realization of the critical factors under limited resources [@bib0016]. In addition, a judgment modification mechanism is also incorporated in the FGM-FAHP approach, so that an expert can modify his/her judgment subjectively if that deviates considerably from the consensus, which was not considered in [@bib0017]. Further, experts can be of unequal authority levels, so that the decision-making process can be led by an authoritative professional, which is another novelty of this study when compared to earlier studies [@bib0017], [@bib0018], [@bib0019].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces and categorizes smart technologies and discusses how they can be applied to mobile health care. Various factors critical to the applicability of a smart technology to mobile health care are then identified. The third section details the FGM-FAHP approach to assess the relative importance levels of the identified critical factors. The fourth section presents the results of applying the FGM-FAHP approach to assisting the government of a region in allocating its budget among smart technologies for mobile health care. The fifth section discusses the challenges involved and opportunities for enhancing the effectiveness of existing smart technology applications to mobile health care. The last section makes concluding remarks.

Literature review {#sec0002}
=================

A scoping literature review has been performed with relevant citations sourced from Google Scholar from published works over the last ten years being reviewed and clustered into three themes: (a) smart technologies; (b) smart technology applications to mobile health care; and (c) the digital transformation of health care using smart technologies.

Classification of smart technologies {#sec0003}
------------------------------------

Van Doorn [@bib0020] classified smart technologies and systems into four categories, as shown in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} .Table 1Classification of smart technologies and systems.Table 1CategorySmart Technologies and SystemsWirelessly connected smart systemsInternet of things, smart TV, smart baby monitors, smart phones, smart watches, smart wallets, smart motion sensors, smart smoke alarms, smart glasses, spectacles, and contact lenses, smart body analyzers, smart thermostats, smart citiesInteractive smart systemsSmart tables, smart boards, smart burglar alarms, smart fridges, smart cookers, smart washing machines, smart light bulbs, smart meters, smart plugsPredictive smart systemsSmart hard drives, smart connected vehicles, smart buildings, smart traffic lights, smart surveillance cameras, smart toilets, smart wigs, smart farms, smart grids, smart shelvesIntelligent smart systemsSmart WiFi, smart mobile services, smart restart, smart defense, smart pajamas, smart vacuum cleaners, smart travel cards, smart wheelchairs, sleep-monitoring systems

Obviously, not all of existing smart technologies are applicable in a mobile setting. Wu et al. [@bib0021] applied the technology acceptance model (TAM) and the theory of planned behavior (TPB) to sort out key factors influencing the adoption of smart technologies for mobile health by care professionals. They concluded from a questionnaire survey that perceived service availability (PSA) and personal innovativeness in information technology (PIIT) were the most critical factors. Other researchers such as Demirkan [@bib0022], Chen & Chiu [@bib0023], and Chen [@bib0017] have similarly encouraged using smart technology applications for mobile environments, all of which has been summarized in [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} .Table 2Smart technology applications suitable for mobile environments.Table 2ReferenceSuitable Smart Technology ApplicationsChen [@bib0017]Smart mobile services, smart phones, smart watches, smart connected vehicles, smart smoke alarms, smart motion sensorsDemirkan [@bib0022]Biosensors, wearable devices, intelligent software agents.Chen and Chiu [@bib0023]Smart watches, smart motion sensors, smart body analyzers, smart connected vehicles, smart wigs, smart mobile services, smart defense technologies, smart wheelchairs

Based on the scoping review of recent publications, not only should a smart mobile health care technology be interconnected, unobtrusive, and adaptable, but it also must be characterized as dynamic, embedded, and intelligent [@bib0024]. [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"} shows how these various requirements are being met by a selection of existing smart technologies that are beginning to be diffused in developed and developing countries.Table 3The checking results.Table 3Smart TechnologyRequirementUnobtrusiveInterconnectedAdaptableDynamicEmbeddedIntelligentSmart clothesNoYesNoYesYesYesSmart glassesNoYesYesYesNoYesSmart watchesYesYesYesYesNoYesSmart phonesYesYesYesYesNoYesSmart motion sensorsYesYesNoNoNoYesSmart smoke alarmsYesYesNoNoNoYesSmart body analyzersYesYesNoYesNoYesSmart connected vehiclesYesYesYesYesNoYesSmart toiletsYesYesNoNoNoYesSmart wigsYesYesNoYesNoYesSmart mobile servicesYesYesYesYesYesYesSmart defense technologiesYesYesNoYesNoYesSmart wheelchairsYesYesNoYesNoYes

Among them, smart mobile services meet all the requirements. Smart phones, smart watches, and smart connected vehicles also meet most of the requirements. Such results explain why smart phones and smart watches are the most widely applied smart technologies to mobile health care, and why the interest in smart connected vehicles is increasing. Conversely, the interest in smart glasses is decreasing, mostly because smart glasses are obtrusive. Smart clothes are also facing a decline in interest owing to the same reason.

Smart technologies applications to mobile health care {#sec0004}
-----------------------------------------------------

Among smart technological devices widely adopted for mobile health care services, smart phones are clearly the most prevent [@bib0025]. The sensors on a smart phone assist the mobile health care of users in a variety of ways [@bib0026]:•Single sensor function, for example, the GPS receiver may be used to inform the location of a user [@bib0027], and the camera to transmit a visual of the injured part, or to enable video-conferencing with a distant doctor.•Multi-sensor collaboration, for example, whether an individual has fallen may be ascertained by jointly applying the accelerometer, compass, and gyroscope on one\'s smart phone. Even so, the data collected by various sensors may be multifaceted with the ongoing challenge of aggregating them [@bib0028].•Multi-device collaboration, for example, a smart phone may be coupled with another smart device, typically a smart watch \[[@bib0029], [@bib0030]\], smart glasses [@bib0031], or smart clothing [@bib0032], to compensate for the inability to measure some health conditions.

Altogether, a mobile health care app supports a wide variety of useful and meaningful functions. [Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"} presents a taxonomy of such functions as noted in previous research.Table 4The classification of functions supported by mobile health care apps.Table 4Target PopulationFunctionsReferencesConsumers or patients● Medication compliance\
● Mobile and home monitoring\
● Home care\
● Managing conditions\
● Wellness/fitnessChen [@bib0027], Sarasohn-Kahn [@bib0033], Brusse et al. [@bib0037], Chiou et al. [@bib0038], Boulos et al. [@bib0039]Health care professionals● Alerts\
● Medical reference tools\
● Diagnostic tools\
● Health record maintenance and access\
● Information and time management\
● Communications and consulting\
● Patient management and monitoring\
● Medical education and trainingSarasohn-Kahn [@bib0033], Ventola [@bib0034]System designer or administrator● Resource and communication abstraction\
● Biomedical data acquisition\
● Health knowledge extraction\
● Persistent data storage\
● Adaptive visualization\
● System management\
● Value-added services (e.g., intelligent alerts, recommendations, and guidelines)Amin et al. [@bib0028], Banos et al. [@bib0035]

Generally speaking, the majority of people who use mobile health care apps are patients and consumers. In contrast, health care professionals rarely use such apps that may be considered to be inaccurate and unsafe for providers to rely upon in administering care \[[@bib0033], [@bib0034]\]. As of June 2017, approximately 250 free health-care-related apps with four stars or higher ratings by their users on Google Play [@bib0036]. The apps may be classified into five major types:•Apps that use smart phone devices to monitor, measure, track, or calculate the health conditions (such as blood pressure, heart rate, and blood oxygen) of mobile users.•Apps that introduce or recommend healthy habits, activities, sports, food, nutrition, stores, clinics, and others to users [@bib0027]. Such apps are usually coupled with a navigation service like Google Maps.•Apps that provide health-related tips, knowledge, Q&A, guides, advice, reports, and other services to users.•Apps that help users to book a clinic or order medicine. This type pf apps are always accompanied with a navigation service.•Others.

The percentages of the five types of apps are compared in [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 1The percentages of the five types of apps.Fig 1

Over the years, the rapid proliferation of smart technological apps has resulted in several bundles of such apps trending towards new ways of delivering mobile health care services. In the past, apps and online social networks were disjointed ways to support mobile heath care [@bib0037]. Recently, a number of mobile health care apps have supported the forming of online social networks [@bib0038]. Some of these apps are based on the co-work of participants, while others are peer-led (i.e., led by people who have more experience or professional knowledge). In contrast, some apps for online social networking, such as Facebook and Line, have been applied to support mobile health care. People share health care related information and discuss with each other in such online social networks. In addition, rich multimedia, virtual reality, and augmented reality are also incorporated into a mobile health care app to provide vivid experiences of distant health care delivery [@bib0039]. In the past, it was pads or smart glasses that were usually adopted to support such functions \[[@bib0040], [@bib0041]\]. However, advances in smart phone technologies and the several advantages of a smart phone (e.g., light weight, unobtrusiveness, etc.) have made it a more suitable alternative in recent years.

Users with visual impairments usually rely on voice-based instructions. However, this is not possible in some situations such as meetings, crowded places, and noisy environments. To overcome this challenge, Porzi et al. [@bib0042] combined the use of a smart watch and a smart phone to develop a gesture recognition system for visual impaired users. When the smart watch detects a gesture made by the user, it will then transmit a signal to the smart phone to activate certain devices such as the screen or a camera. Where the camera is used to capture an image, the image could then be compared with several predefined images, representing certain risk, a specific location, or a facility. After that, the result is transmitted to the user via smart phone vibrations.

Another innovative means of applying smart technologies for mobile health care delivery is the work of Doukas et al. [@bib0043], which emphasizes on affording caregivers with enhanced accessibility and availability of a mobile healthcare information management system. Here, the authors established a system in which the health records and medical images of a patient may be placed on a cloud so that the patient data can now be ubiquitously accessed by the patient\'s attending doctor via a smart phone.

Applications of other smart technologies {#sec0005}
----------------------------------------

Wile et al. [@bib0040] used the accelerometer on a smart watch to record the re-emergent postural tremors (4--6 Hz) of a patient with Parkinson\'s disease and differentiate them from essential tremors (5--8 Hz). Several decision rules have been established for one to make meaningful use of the wave forms of the recorded results. Reasoning, or more specifically, pattern analysis [@bib0040] and/or pattern recognition [@bib0042], plays a key role in the continuing use and successful adoption of a smart watch application.

Linner et al. [@bib0044] identified an increasing shortage of caregivers in highly industrialized countries, particularly for elderly people. This problem can be overcome by using service robots. For example, Care-O-bot 4 is a service robot composed of a transportation unit, a telepresence unit, a telemanipulation system, and a two-armed structure. The robot can deliver food or drinks, assist with cooking, and clean [@bib0045]. Instead of developing a more sophisticated service robot, Linner et al. [@bib0044] employed multiple cooperating service robots (i.e., a service robot system). Various types of service robots were selected to fit the layout and furniture of a room and to compensate for each other. Moreover, sensors were installed throughout the room to detect signals for activating these service robots. Advantages of applying robotic technologies to health care in serving as flexible physical assistant substitutes have been summarized in Linner et al. [@bib0044]. Importantly, their work showed how robotic technologies can extend human intelligence, improve situation awareness, and offer novel methods of intuitive man--machine interaction.

However, according to the review results by Kumar et al. [@bib0046], although the applications of smart technologies to mobile health care were innovative and appealing, their efficacy still lacked sufficient evidence. In addition, a major barrier hampering the existing applications of smart technologies is the related laws that restrict the possibility of distant medical care [@bib0047].

Smart technologies for the digital transformation of health care services {#sec0006}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mobile health care relies heavily on long-distance data transmission. The digital nature of smart technologies confers an advantage in this regard. For example, a traditional electromyogram (EMG) sensor for monitoring muscle and neural activities is usually analog [@bib0048], which is not suitable for long-distance data transmission. To address this issue, a number of digital EMG sensors have been invented [@bib0049].

A digital sensor can achieve a high accuracy. For example, Wile et al. [@bib0040] used a smart watch to detect the re-emergent postural tremors of a patient with Parkinson\'s disease. The experimental results obtained using a smart watch were comparable to those obtained using an attached analog accelerometer. In addition, the use of a smart watch increased the ease and portability of routine measurement, as well as patients' willingness to perform it.

In telehealth (or telemedicine), smart technologies can often aid in digitalizing the physician-patient interactions, so that many routine encounters such as contact, care, advice, reminders, education, intervention, monitoring, and remote admissions may be done more efficiently and at much lower costs even when the two parties are distant apart. Telehealth applications are particularly useful when an epidemic is highly infectious. For example, in the current China-led coronavirus situations [@bib0050], it would be much safer for would-be "quarantined" or "potentially infected" patients to interact with their doctors virtually than face-to-face [@bib0051].

In addition, advances in three-dimensional (3D) printing (or additive manufacturing) technologies are also conducive to the digital transformation of medical services such as transplantation. Traditionally, the organ required by a patient has to be prepared and transported to the hospital where the patient is. Now, the 3D file of the required organ can be transmitted via the Internet to the 3D printer of the hospital to print without transportation [@bib0052].

The prevalence of the Internet has raised many opportunities for the digitization of health care services. Without the Internet, digital medical records must be transported physically. By contrast, placing medical information on a cloud makes it easier to share such information across regions [@bib0043]. Today, cross-border transportation has become more and more convenient. As a result, the global spread of disease has become faster. Easily and quickly sharing the medical information at hand is a viable way for different regions to cooperate in fighting the same disease.

The fgm-fahp approach {#sec0007}
=====================

To determine the relative importance levels of critical factors, the FGM-FAHP approach is proposed in this study. This approach comprises two phases: FGM for aggregating the pairwise comparison results by all experts (Phase 1), and FAHP for deriving the weights of critical factors (Phase 2), as described below.

FGM (Phase 1) {#sec0008}
-------------

In Phase 1 of the proposed methodology, we first gather *P* experts from the related fields are gathered. In the extant literature, the value of *P* ranges from 3 to 30 [@bib0053]. With more experts, more diversified judgments may be sourced. However, it also becomes difficult for experts to reach a consensus. Smart technology applications for mobile health care is a relative new issue. It is not easy to gather a number of qualified experts for this issue. In addition, involving many experts may not be conducive to reaching a consensus.

Each expert compares the importance levels of critical factors in pairs. Only positive comparisons are accepted, i.e., a critical factor is more important than another to some degree. The accepted ratio is 0.5. Assuming the relative importance of critical factor *i* over critical factor *j* compared by domain expert *p* is indicated with ${\widetilde{r}}_{ijp}$; *i, j* = 1--9; *i* ≠ *j; p* = 1--*P*. The following linguistic terms are provided to the experts to choose from [@bib0054]:As important as: ${\widetilde{r}}_{ijp} = \left( {1,1,3} \right)$Slightly more important than: ${\widetilde{r}}_{ijp} = \left( {1,3,5} \right)$Considerably more important than: ${\widetilde{r}}_{ijp} = \left( {3,5,7} \right)$Extremely more important than: ${\widetilde{r}}_{ijp} = \left( {5,7,9} \right)$Absolutely more important than: ${\widetilde{r}}_{ijp} = \left( {7,9,9} \right)$

All parameters and variables in the proposed methodology are given in or approximated with triangular fuzzy numbers (TFNs). In addition, after ${\widetilde{r}}_{ijp}$ is chosen, its counterpart ${\widetilde{r}}_{jip}$ is set as$$\begin{array}{ccl}
{\widetilde{r}}_{jip} & = & \left( {r_{jip1},\; r_{jip2},\; r_{jip3}} \right) \\
 & \equiv & \left( {\frac{1}{r_{ijp1}},\;\frac{1}{r_{ijp2}},\;\frac{1}{r_{ijp3}}} \right) \\
\end{array}.$$to be consistent with the following FAHP operation and avoid the unnecessary increase in the uncertainty. Then, the comparison results by the experts are aggregated using FGM:$${\widetilde{r}}_{ij} = \sum\limits_{p = 1}^{P}\omega_{p}\sqrt{\prod\limits_{p = 1}^{P}{\widetilde{r}}_{ijp}^{\omega_{p}}}$$where ${\widetilde{r}}_{ij}$ is the aggregation result of the relative importance of critical factor *i* over critical factor *j*. ω~*p*~ is the authority level of expert *p*; ω~*p*~ ∈ *R* ^+^. ${\widetilde{r}}_{ij}$ is no longer a TFN, but can be approximated with a TFN as$${\widetilde{r}}_{ij} \cong \left( {r_{ij1},\; r_{ij2},\; r_{ij3}} \right)$$where$$r_{ij1} = \sum\limits_{p = 1}^{P}\omega_{p}\sqrt{\prod\limits_{p = 1}^{P}r_{ijp1}^{\omega_{p}}}$$ $$r_{ij2} = \sum\limits_{p = 1}^{P}\omega_{p}\sqrt{\prod\limits_{p = 1}^{P}r_{ijp2}^{\omega_{p}}}$$ $$r_{ij3} = \sum\limits_{p = 1}^{P}\omega_{p}\sqrt{\prod\limits_{p = 1}^{P}r_{ijp3}^{\omega_{p}}}$$Subsequently, the fuzzy pairwise comparison matrix $\widetilde{R}$ can be constructed based on the values of {${\widetilde{r}}_{ij}$}.

Finally, experts whose judgments are too far away from the aggregated result will be asked to modify their judgments. The authority level of an expert who refuses to modify his/her assessment will be adjusted until the distance between each expert\'s judgment and the aggregated result is small enough.

FAHP (Phase 2) {#sec0009}
--------------

FAHP [@bib0055] is subsequently applied to derive the weight of each critical factor. Let $\widetilde{R}$ be the fuzzy pairwise comparison matrix$${\widetilde{R}}_{ij} = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
1 & \text{if} & {i = j} \\
{\widetilde{r}}_{ij} & \text{if} & {i \neq j\;\text{and}\;{\widetilde{r}}_{ij}\;\text{exists}} \\
\frac{1}{{\widetilde{r}}_{ji}} & \text{otherwise} & \, \\
\end{matrix} \right..$$

The fuzzy maximal eigenvalue ($\widetilde{\lambda}$) and the corresponding fuzzy eigenvector ($\widetilde{x}$) of $\widetilde{R}$ satisfy the following equation:$$\left( {\widetilde{R}\left( - \right)\widetilde{\lambda}I} \right)\left( \times \right)\widetilde{x} = 0,$$where (--) and (×) denote fuzzy subtraction and multiplication, respectively; *I* is the identity matrix.

*α*-cut operations can be applied to solve for $\widetilde{\lambda}$ and $\widetilde{x}$,$$\lambda^{(\alpha)} = \left\lbrack {\min\limits_{(R^{(\alpha)} - \lambda I)x = 0}\lambda,\;\max\limits_{(R^{(\alpha)} - \lambda I)x = 0}\lambda} \right\rbrack$$and$$x^{(\alpha)} = \left\lbrack {\min\limits_{(R^{(\alpha)} - \lambda I)x = 0}x,\;\max\limits_{(R^{(\alpha)} - \lambda I)x = 0}x} \right\rbrack$$ *α* = 0--1. If they are approximated with TFNs, then$$\widetilde{\lambda} \cong \left( {\min\lambda^{(0)},\;\lambda^{(1)},\;\max\lambda^{(0)}} \right)$$and$$\widetilde{x} \cong \left( {\min x^{(0)},\; x^{(1)},\;\max x^{(0)}} \right).$$

Theorem 1$\widetilde{x}$ ***can be approximated as*** *\[* [@bib0055] *\]* $${\widetilde{x}}_{i} = \frac{n\sqrt{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}{\widetilde{R}}_{ij}}}{\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{n}{n\sqrt{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}{\widetilde{R}}_{kj}}}}$$

$\widetilde{x}$ determines the importance (weight) of critical factor *i*.

Theorem 2$${\widetilde{x}}_{i} \cong \left( {\min\frac{n\sqrt{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}R_{ij}^{(0)}}}{\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{n}{n\sqrt{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}R_{kj}^{(0)}}}},\;\frac{n\sqrt{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}R_{ij}^{(1)}}}{\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{n}{n\sqrt{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}R_{kj}^{(1)}}}},} \right.\left. {\max\frac{n\sqrt{n\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}R_{kj}^{(1)}}}{\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{n}{n\sqrt{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}R_{kj}^{(0)}}}}} \right\rbrack$$

Proof[(13)](#eqn0013){ref-type="disp-formula"} is a fuzzy weighted average (FWA) problem that can be solved by applying *α*-cut operations:$$x_{i}^{(\alpha)} = \left\lbrack {\min\frac{n\sqrt{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}R_{ij}^{(\alpha)}}}{\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{n}{n\sqrt{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}R_{kj}^{(\alpha)}}}},\;\max\frac{n\sqrt{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}R_{ij}^{(\alpha)}}}{\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{n}{n\sqrt{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}R_{kj}^{(\alpha)}}}}} \right\rbrack.$$

Therefore,$${\widetilde{x}}_{i} \cong \left( {x_{i1},\; x_{i2},\; x_{i3}} \right).$$where$$x_{i1} = \min x_{i}^{(0)} = \min\frac{n\sqrt{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}R_{ij}^{(0)}}}{\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{n}{n\sqrt{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}R_{kj}^{(0)}}}}.$$ $$x_{i2} = x_{i}^{(1)} = \frac{n\sqrt{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}R_{ij}^{(1)}}}{\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{n}{n\sqrt{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}R_{kj}^{(1)}}}}.$$ $$x_{i3} = \max x_{i}^{(0)} = \max\frac{n\sqrt{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}R_{ij}^{(0)}}}{\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{n}{n\sqrt{\prod\limits_{j = 1}^{n}R_{kj}^{(0)}}}}..$$ [Theorem 2](#enun0002){ref-type="statement"} is proved.

The fuzzy consistency ratio ($\widetilde{CR}$) can be used to assess whether there is enough consensus among the experts:$$\widetilde{CR} = \frac{\frac{\widetilde{\lambda} - n}{n - 1}}{RI},$$where *RI* is the random consistency index (see [Table 5](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} ) [@bib0056]. It is expected that $\widetilde{CR}$ ≤ 0.1 [@bib0056].Table 5The random index.Table 5*n*123456789101112131415*RI*000.580.91.121.241.321.411.451.491.511.481.561.571.59

An experiment {#sec0010}
=============

The FGM-FAHP approach has been applied to assist the government of a region in allocating its budget for developing smart technologies for mobile health care. To this end, six experts (including a professor researching smart technology management, two health care professionals, an assistant professor of health policy and management, and two professors of technology management) were asked to perform pairwise comparisons of factors critical to the applicability of a smart technology to mobile health care. From the scoping review, five critical factors have been identified as relevant in deploying smart technologies within a mobile health context:•Unobtrusiveness.•Supporting online social networking.•The relaxation of the related medical laws.•The size of the health care market.•The correct identification of the need and situation of a user.

The pairwise comparison results by the experts are summarized in [Table 6](#tbl0006){ref-type="table"} .Table 6The results of pairwise comparisons.Table 6*p*Pairwise Comparison Results1(i) "Unobtrusiveness" is considerably more important than "supporting online social networking".\
(ii) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is slightly more important than "unobtrusiveness".\
(iii) "Unobtrusiveness" is extremely more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(iv) "Unobtrusiveness" is considerably more important than "the correct identification of a user\'s need and situation".\
(v) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is considerably more important than "supporting online social networking".\
(vi) "Supporting online social networking" is considerably more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(vii) "The correct identification of a user\'s need and situation" is slightly more important than "supporting online social networking".\
(viii) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is considerably more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(ix) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is slightly more important than "the correct identification of a user\'s need and situation".\
(x) "The correct identification of a user\'s need and situation" is extremely more important than "the size of the health care market".2(i) "Unobtrusiveness" is slightly more important than "supporting online social networking".\
(ii) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is considerably more important than "unobtrusiveness".\
(iii) "Unobtrusiveness" is considerably more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(iv) "Unobtrusiveness" is slightly more important than "the correct identification of a user\'s need and situation".\
(v) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is considerably more important than "supporting online social networking".\
(vi) "Supporting online social networking" is considerably more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(vii) "The correct identification of a user\'s need and situation" is considerably more important than "supporting online social networking".\
(viii) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is extremely more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(ix) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is slightly more important than "the correct identification of a user\'s need and situation".\
(x) "The correct identification of a user\'s need and situation" is considerably more important than "the size of the health care market".3(i) "Unobtrusiveness" is extremely more important than "supporting online social networking".\
(ii) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is slightly more important than "unobtrusiveness".\
(iii) "Unobtrusiveness" is considerably more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(iv) "Unobtrusiveness" is slightly more important than "the correct identification of a user\'s need and situation".\
(v) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is considerably more important than "supporting online social networking".\
(vi) "Supporting online social networking" is slightly more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(vii) "Supporting online social networking" is slightly more important than "the correct identification of a user\'s need and situation".\
(viii) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is considerably more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(ix) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is slightly more important than "the correct identification of a user\'s need and situation".\
(x) "The correct identification of a user\'s need and situation" is extremely more important than "the size of the health care market".4(i) "Supporting online social networking" is as important as "unobtrusiveness".\
(ii) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is slightly more important than "unobtrusiveness".\
(iii) "Unobtrusiveness" is extremely more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(iv) "Unobtrusiveness" is slightly more important than "the correct identification of a user\'s need and situation".\
(v) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is slightly more important than "supporting online social networking".\
(vi) "Supporting online social networking" is considerably more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(vii) "Supporting online social networking" is as important as "the correct identification of a user\'s need and situation".\
(viii) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is considerably more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(ix) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is slightly more important than "the correct identification of a user\'s need and situation".\
(x) "The correct identification of a user\'s need and situation" is extremely more important than "the size of the health care market".5(i) "Unobtrusiveness" is slightly more important than "supporting online social networking".\
(ii) "Unobtrusiveness" is considerably more important than "the relaxation of the related medical laws".\
(iii) "Unobtrusiveness" is slightly more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(iv) "The correct identification of a user\'s need and situation" is slightly more important than "unobtrusiveness".\
(v) "Supporting online social networking" is slightly more important than "the relaxation of the related medical laws".\
(vi) "Supporting online social networking" is considerably more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(vii) "Supporting online social networking" is slightly more important than "the correct identification of a user\'s need and situation".\
(viii) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is slightly more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(ix) "The correct identification of a user\'s need and situation" is considerably more important than "the relaxation of the related medical laws".\
(x) "The correct identification of a user\'s need and situation" is considerably more important than "the size of the health care market".6(i) "Unobtrusiveness" is slightly more important than "supporting online social networking".\
(ii) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is slightly more important than "unobtrusiveness".\
(iii) "Unobtrusiveness" is extremely more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(iv) "Unobtrusiveness" is slightly more important than "the correct identification of a user\'s need and situation".\
(v) "Supporting online social networking" is slightly more important than "the relaxation of the related medical laws".\
(vi) "Supporting online social networking" is slightly more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(vii) "The correct identification of a user\'s need and situation" is considerably more important than "supporting online social networking".\
(viii) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is slightly more important than "the size of the health care market".\
(ix) "The relaxation of the related medical laws" is slightly more important than "the correct identification of a user\'s need and situation".\
(x) "The correct identification of a user\'s need and situation" is extremely more important than "the size of the health care market".

The pairwise comparison results were mapped to the corresponding TFNs that were then aggregated using FGM. The authority levels of the experts were 1.0, 1.25, 1.25, 1.25, 1.0, and 1.0, respectively. The results are summarized in [Table 7](#tbl0007){ref-type="table"} .Table 7The aggregation results using FGM (only positive comparisons are shown).Table 7${\widetilde{r}}_{ij}$TFN${\widetilde{r}}_{12}$(1.29, 3.09, 4.35)${\widetilde{r}}_{14}$(3.26, 5.45, 7.52)${\widetilde{r}}_{15}$(0.93, 2.34, 4.14)${\widetilde{r}}_{24}$(2.08, 4.22, 6.26)${\widetilde{r}}_{31}$(0.92, 2.21, 3.56)${\widetilde{r}}_{32}$(1.10, 2.04, 3.70)${\widetilde{r}}_{34}$(2.38, 4.57, 6.64)${\widetilde{r}}_{35}$(0.75, 2.01, 3.35)${\widetilde{r}}_{52}$(0.69, 1.40, 2.43)${\widetilde{r}}_{54}$(4.22, 6.26, 8.28)

Consistency improved after aggregating these experts' judgments, as illustrated in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} . In addition, taking ${\widetilde{w}}_{1}$ as an example, the aggregation results were compared with those derived by the experts in [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} . Obviously, the results derived by Expert \#2 were farthest from the aggregation result. Therefore, Expert \#2 was asked to modify his pairwise comparison results subjectively by considering the aggregation results (i.e. [Table 7](#tbl0007){ref-type="table"}). After consideration, Expert \#3 made the following modifications:$$\left. {\widetilde{r}}_{24}:\;\left( {3,5,7} \right)\rightarrow\left( {2,4,6} \right) \right.$$ $$\left. {\widetilde{r}}_{31}:\left( {3,5,7} \right)\rightarrow\left( {1,3,5} \right) \right.$$ Fig. 2Consistency improved after aggregation.Fig 2Fig. 3Comparing the aggregation results with those derived by the experts.Fig 3

The aggregation results after modification are shown in [Table 8](#tbl0008){ref-type="table"} . $\widetilde{CR}$ was improved from (0.09, 0.76, 6.0) to (0.08, 0.75, 6.1).Table 8The aggregation results after modification.Table 8${\widetilde{r}}_{ij}$TFN${\widetilde{r}}_{12}$(1.29, 3.09, 4.35)${\widetilde{r}}_{14}$(3.02, 5.23, 7.30)${\widetilde{r}}_{15}$(0.93, 2.34, 4.14)${\widetilde{r}}_{24}$(2.08, 4.22, 6.26)${\widetilde{r}}_{31}$(0.75, 2.01, 3.35)${\widetilde{r}}_{32}$(1.10, 2.04, 3.70)${\widetilde{r}}_{34}$(2.38, 4.57, 6.64)${\widetilde{r}}_{35}$(0.75, 2.01, 3.35)${\widetilde{r}}_{52}$(0.69, 1.40, 2.43)${\widetilde{r}}_{54}$(4.22, 6.26, 8.28)

The fuzzy maximal eigenvalue ($\widetilde{\lambda}$) and the corresponding fuzzy eigenvector ($\widetilde{x}$) of $\widetilde{R}$ were derived using *α*-cut operations as$$\widetilde{\lambda} \cong \left( {1.50,\; 5.25,\; 35.55} \right)$$ $${\widetilde{x}}_{i} = \begin{bmatrix}
\left( {0.13,\; 0.29,\; 0.52} \right) \\
\left( {0.06,\; 0.14,\; 0.32} \right) \\
\left( {0.14,\; 0.34,\; 0.55} \right) \\
\left( {0.02,\; 0.04,\; 0.11} \right) \\
\left( {0.09,\; 0.18,\; 0.41} \right) \\
\end{bmatrix}$$

Based on the experimental results, the following observations can be made:•The relaxation of the related medical laws may be considered the most important factor, followed by unobtrusiveness, and then the correct identification of the need and situation of a user.•The derived fuzzy weights could be used to guide the government of a region in allocating its budget, as shown in [Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"} . It is noted that the values shown in this figure are flexible, since all weights are given in TFNs.Fig. 4The optimal allocation of budget.Fig 4•The fuzzy consistency ratio was$$\widetilde{CR} = \left( {0{.089,0}{.756,6}{.182}} \right)$$which revealed that there was some consensus among experts since $\widetilde{CR}$ could be less than 0.1. However, the upper bound of the fuzzy consistency index was high, showing that there was considerable uncertainty behind such a judgement. Given that smart technology applications to mobile health care are still in their infancy, this finding was not surprising.•A parametric analysis was conducted to assess the effect of the number of experts (*P*) on the fuzzy consistency ratio ($\widetilde{CR}$). The results are shown in [Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} . In this experiment, two experts were sufficient to minimize (or optimize) $\widetilde{CR}$. However, such a conclusion was based on consistency only. Involving more experts, so as to consider diversified viewpoints, was also meaningful to the practice.Fig. 5The effect of the number of experts on the fuzzy consistency ratio.Fig 5•Two existing methods, FGM-fuzzy extent analysis (FEA) [@bib0057] and the FGM-alpha cut operations (ACO)-FWA method [@bib0017], were also applied to the collected data for comparison. In the FGM-FEA method, experts' judgments were aggregated using FGM. Then, the weight of a critical factor was set to its minimal degree of being the maximum. As a result, the weight of a critical factor was estimated in a crisp value and did not need to be defuzzified. In the FGM-ACO-FWA method, experts' judgments were also aggregated using FGM. Then, the weight of a critical factor was derived using ACO. The results of applying various methods are compared in [Table 9](#tbl0009){ref-type="table"} . The results using the FGM-ACO-FWA method were close to those using the proposed methodology. However, the FGM-ACO-FWA method was not able to consider experts' unequal authority levels. In addition, it was possible to obtain weights with zero values using the FGM-FEA method.Table 9Results of applying various methods.Table 9${\widetilde{r}}_{ij}$FGM-FEAFGM-ACO-FWAThe Proposed Methodology${\widetilde{x}}_{1}$0.30(0.15, 0.30, 0.43)(0.13, 0.29, 0.52)${\widetilde{x}}_{2}$0.18(0.07, 0.14, 0.27)(0.06, 0.14, 0.32)${\widetilde{x}}_{3}$0.28(0.16, 0.33, 0.47)(0.14, 0.34, 0.55)${\widetilde{x}}_{4}$0.00(0.03, 0.05, 0.08)(0.02, 0.04, 0.11)${\widetilde{x}}_{5}$0.25(0.10, 0.19, 0.36)(0.09, 0.18, 0.41)•The execution time of the proposed methodology using MATLAB on a personal computer (PC) with an i7-7700 CPU of 3.6 GHz and 8 GB RAM was less than 1 s, while that of the FGM-ACO-FWA method was up to 21 s, which showed the effectiveness of the proposed methodology. In addition, experts were allowed to modify their judgments in the proposed methodology, but were not allowed in the FGM-ACO-FWA method.

Further discussion -- challenges and opportunities {#sec0011}
==================================================

Existing smart technology applications to mobile health care face several challenges. First, a mobile health care system should support users in an unobtrusive, interconnected, adaptable, dynamic, embedded, and intelligent manner [@bib0024]. However, it is difficult to invisibly integrate smart technologies into our daily lives [@bib0058]. Another issue is the lack of dedicated tools. Although a number of smart technologies can be applied to assist mobile health care delivery, tools specifically devised for implementing mobile health care are still lacking [@bib0035]. In addition, the real-time availability information of a service facility is critical to the effectiveness of a mobile healthcare service. However, most service facilities are reluctant to share their scheduling commitments with each other.

There are a number of issues associated with smart phone applications. First, using a smart phone actively or passively (e.g., hearing an alert without picking up the smart phone) affects the concentration of a user and may cause safety problems while walking, driving, or working [@bib0059]. It is even more difficult for people with low or impaired vision to use smart phones, which prevents them from using the related applications [@bib0042]. This difficulty can be resolved by providing them with screen readers or allowing them to give voice or gesture commands (with the aid of a smart watch) [@bib0042]. Even when a smart phone is used safely, detecting the location of the user by using the GPS module on his/her smart phone is subject to imprecision [@bib0029], which affects the quality of inputs to a health care app. Existing health care apps are also subjected to several difficulties [@bib0060]. For example, answering numerous questions is not always convenient to a mobile user. To address this problem, a "short-form" survey is usually adopted to assess the functional health and well-being of a mobile user [@bib0059]. However, addressing all the concerns of a mobile user by applying this method is impossible. This leads to misjudgment by the system server [@bib0060]. Other problems include the breach of a user\'s confidentiality, the conflicts of interests, malfunction, the lack of business models, and privacy issues [@bib0033].

Reasoning is the most critical yet difficult step in a mobile health care service \[[@bib0062], [@bib0063]\]. Conventional reasoning methods include Petri nets, mathematical programming, simulation, and ordered weighted average (OWA). Rossetti et al. [@bib0064] applied simulation to assess the benefits of using robots for transportation in a hospital. Augusto and Xie [@bib0065] formulated and solved a mixed-integer linear programming problem for planning the transportation and replenishment of medicine for the pharmacy of a hospital. Alfonso et al. [@bib0066] constructed a Petri net for modeling the mobile behaviors of blood donors. However, a Petri net is based on numerous assumptions on probability distributions and parameter independence. Chen [@bib0027] solved a fuzzy integer nonlinear programming problem to determine the no-wait path to each nearby clinic for a patient. Then, he applied OWA to determine the clinic that was most suitable for the patient. However, the method was either too theoretical or not adequately efficient for real-time applications. To solve this problem, a recent study proposed a heuristic that could be easily implemented for online applications [@bib0067]. However, the heuristic could not guarantee the global optimality of the recommendation.

Notwithstanding, several opportunities may leverage on extending the applications of smart technologies to mobile health care. For example, mobile health care systems based on apps are expected to increase. Such a trend offers clinics and hospitals opportunities to advertise themselves, elevates the users' accessibility to clinics and hospitals, and helps balance the loads on participating facilities [@bib0024]. To this end, Banos et al. [@bib0035] developed a framework named mHealthDroid that could be referred to in developing apps for assisting the delivery of mobile health care services.

Another opportunity comes from advances in cloud computing. For example, the system server of a mobile health care system can be easily developed using a platform-as-a-service (PaaS) cloud service. The most notable benefit of using cloud computing is that the system administrator does not need to acquire, set up, or maintain the system software and hardware. Some cloud service providers such as Google Cloud can help develop system servers that support mobile apps. In addition, new techniques for balancing the loads on health care facilities and resources have been proposed in the recent years. Health care facilities and resources in a mobile health care system are recommended and allocated to users through the intervention of the system server, which attempts to balance the loads on health care facilities and resources to prevent them from congestion or underuse, thereby providing opportunities to improve their performance. For example, the average waiting time in a crowded clinic can be reduced, whereas the utilization of an infrequently visited clinic can be improved. In light of this, users' requirements can be more effectively mapped to the capabilities of clinics and hospitals.

In sum, innovative methods of applying smart technologies to mobile health care remain to be ingeniously developed [@bib0068]. For example, the face of a driver can be captured and recognized to determine whether the driver is tired or drunk to initiate automatic driving for the driver\'s safety.

Conclusions {#sec0012}
===========

Smart technologies have been universally applied to mobile health care. However, there are still a number of difficulties hampering the effectiveness and efficiency of existing smart applications technologies to mobile health care. Identifying key factors and methods that can inform on the perceived applicability and practical innovativeness of smart technologies in mobile health care delivery are clearly some of the paramount steps in breaking down such difficulties. To this end, this study reviews the current practices of smart technologies to mobile health care. As a result, five critical factors were identified as unobtrusiveness, supporting online social networking, the relaxation of the related medical laws, the size of the health care market, and the correct identification of the need and situation of a user. Importantly, the FGM-FAHP approach is proposed to assess the relative importance of the identified critical factors. Compared with existing methods in this field, the FGM-FAHP approach is able to consider unequal experts' authority levels and incorporates a modification mechanism to enhance consistency.

Moreover, an experiment has been conducted to further examine the effectiveness of the FGM-FAHP approach. After analyzing the experimental results, the following conclusions may be drawn:•The three most critical factors are the relaxation of the related medical laws, unobtrusiveness, and the correct identification of the need and situation of a user.•Accordingly, approximately 44%, 26%, and 15% of the budget should be allocated respectively towards achieving these three critical factors.

Depending on the target population, specific smart technology applications for mobile health can be compared using the proposed methodology in a future study. In addition, more sophisticated mechanisms needs to be designed to facilitate the aggregation or modification of expert judgments. These constitute some directions for future research.
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